Instructions: Listen to the following conversation between Zeynep and a street vendor in Cihangir (Istanbul), taking notes on what you understand. Then listen a second time and type in the missing words or phrases you hear in the written conversation below. Finally, write a paragraph (minimum of 6 sentences) describing everything you see in this photograph. Turn in your paragraph to your instructor in class.

Prompt:

Satici: Straaaaaaaaaaaawberrriiiiiiiiiiiieess !... Fresh strawberrriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieess!
Zeynep: How much is a kilo, [brother]?
Satici: [Five lira], sister. They’re really fresh.
Zeynep: Five lira? That’s [expensive].
Satici: These strawberries are from Mersin. They’re [organic].
Zeynep: Can’t you make it [four] lira, brother?
Satici: [How many] kilos do you want?
Zeynep: [Three] [kilos]. I’m making my mother a [strawberry] cake.
Satici: I’ll sell them for four and a half.
Zeynep: O.K, then three kilos [please].
Satici: Here you are...
Zeynep: [Thank you]. Have a nice day.
Satici: You too, miss. Straaaaaaaaaaaawberrriiiiiiiiiiiiiieess!... [Fresh] strawberrriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieess!